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Insanity Samples ©  
 

 
NEO STRINGS is a collection of solo string instruments (Violin, Viola, Cello and Double              
Bass). With a huge 24 articulations to work with, 7 of which are ultra modern ‘extended’                
techniques and performed textural effects. With 4 mic positions, true legato, dynamic and             
velocity crossfading - this instrument comes in at just over 60,000 samples.  
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OVERVIEW 
 

- 14.4GB Space required  
- 60,000 samples 
- 4 mic positions (Overhead, Room L, Room R, Ambient) 
- 24 articulations (17 main articulations, 7 extended techniques and textural fx) 

- MAIN INSTRUMENT 
- Sustained Legato Longs (true legato, vib/non-vib, dynamic crossfading) 
- Sustained Polyphonic Longs (vib/non vib, dynamic crossfading) 
- Staccato RR (A slightly longer, held short note with character) 
- Staccatissimo RR (A much short note) 
- Spiccato RR (Very short, bow bounce) 
- Pizzicato RR (Plucked) 
- Col Legno RR (Wood of the Bow)* 
- Expressive Longs Non-vib (Performed with expression) 
- Expressive Longs Vib (Performed with expression & Vibrato) 
- Sforzando Decrescendo (Fortissimo Attack with immediate decrescendo) 
- Performance Ornaments  

- Semi-tone up 
- Whole-tone up 
- Semi-tone down 
- Whole-tone down 

      -    Performance Trills 
      -    Semi-tone and Whole-tone variations  

      -    Accented Tremolo (fast bow repetitions with an accented start)** 
 
* Col Legno is present on all instruments bar the Violin 
**Tremolo on the Double Bass is non-accented for more common performance use 

 
- EXTENDED TECHNIQUES AND TEXTUAL PERFORMED EFFECTS 
- Harmonics (Player lightly touches the string and bows to produce harmonics) 
- Sul Pont (This is an extreme sul ponticello where the bow is at the bridge to                

create very overtone and harmonic heavy textures of glassy and unusual           
tone) 

- Sul Tasto (Again an extreme version of playing over the neck for a woodwind              
like texture) 

- Pont-Tasto Cycles (The player bows diagonally from bridge to neck creating a            
breath like sound in between and continual textural shifts) 

- Post Bridge FX (A fun experimental bowing behind the bridge to create            
extreme pitches and dissonance) 

- Sul Pont Trems (Erratic tremolo from fast to slow at the bridge) 
- Erratic Vibrato (Wide and slow to Narrow and Quick vibrato) 

 
System Requirements 

- i5 or equivalent (i7 recommended) 
- 8GB RAM (16GB recommended, the more the better!) 
- 12GB Free Space (SSD preferable) 
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THE GUI (Double Bass main patch used as example) 

 
KEYSWITCH SELECTIONS 
On the left hand side of the GUI there is a long list of articulations (pictured above is the                   
Double Bass - Main Instrument, extended articulations are in a separate patch).  
You can choose and change articulation by either selecting from the list via the light to the                 
left of the articulation name, or alternatively use the keyswitches located in RED on the               
keyboard display below the GU via your midi controller. 
 
MIC MIXES 
The mix and pan settings of each microphone can be adjusted using the sliders located in                
the top centre of the GUI. Available mics are MID L (Stereo Left middle of the room) MID R                   
(The same in reverse) OVERHEAD (Close mic located directly above the playing position)             
DISTANT (An ambient mic set in the far side of the room facing the player).  
 
NOTE: There are also RAM light stereo versions of each instrument's main patch. These              
only have a singular mix control for volume and panning. 
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MAIN PERFORMANCE SLIDERS 
 
There are 3 main sliders located in the middle to bottom centre of the GUI. These control:  
 
EXPRESSION (internal volume level)  
 
DYNAMICS (real time crossfading between real recordings of different dynamic / velocity            
levels in performance from Quite to a Medium velocity and on to Loud. or Piano, Mezzoforte                
& Forte). It is worth noting that when set to the loudest position, a strong attack can also be                   
added when playing hard on the midi controller (above 100 on velocity levels). This is very                
effective for creating quick run movements or strong aggressive arpeggios.  
 
VIBRATO allows you to move from a non vibrato performance to a vibrato performance. This               
is a true vibrato, recorded by the players.  
 
NOTE: The Dynamic and Vibrato sliders are only active when in ‘True Legato Sus’ or               
‘Polyphonic Sus’ articulations. As there is no need for them in the others.  
 
REVERB 
 
There is a built in reverb that can be used in lou of you brown plugins if desired. With a                    
selection of complimentary reverbs from Cathedrals, to Halls & Studio settings. With 2 main              
controls: SIZE  & AMOUNT.  
 
MIDI CC 
 
As with any Kontakt instrument, you have the ability to right click any slider and ‘midi learn’ it                  
by wiggling the control you would like to assign to it. Allowing you to control the slider with                  
your own midi controller in whatever way you like. The following CCs are hardwired in the                
background in the instance they are needed:  
 
Expression cc102  
Dynamics cc114  
Vibrato cc104 
 
 
 
Thank you for your purchase, and we hope you enjoy creating with NEO STRINGS. 
 
 
Insanity Samples. 


